We report scanning transmission X-ray microscopy of mixed helical and skyrmion magnetic states in thin FeGe lamellae. This imaging of the out-of-plane magnetism allows clear identification of the different magnetic states, and reveals details about the coexistence of helical and skyrmion states. In particular, our data show that finite length helices are continuously deformable down to the size of individual skyrmions and are hence topologically equivalent to skyrmions. Furthermore, we observe transition states between helical and skyrmion states across the thickness of the lamella that are evidence for frozen Bloch points in the sample after field cooling.
INTRODUCTION
There has been considerable recent interest in the study of topological magnetic states such as the skyrmion lattice [1] . This state is typically described as a 2D lattice of topologically protected vortices, each categorized by a skyrmion number or topological charge of N = 1 [2] . This contrasts with other chiral incommensurate spin textures such as infinite helical or conical states, which are thought of as topologically trivial (N = 0). The difference in the topological charge between these states gives skyrmions additional stability against decay when they are brought outside the region of phase space where they are the energetic ground state. This has been demonstrated in bulk chiral helimagnets such as MnSi [3] , FeGe [4] , Fe 1−x Co x Si [5] , Cu 2 OSeO 3 [6] , where skyrmions only exist as an equilibrium state in a small temperature and magnetic field pocket near the critical temperature, but can be brought to low temperature as a metastable state by quickly field cooling through the equilibrium pocket [7, 9, 10, 22] . In bulk crystals, this metastable state is observed to persist for long times at low temperature, but can decay rapidly at higher temperatures [9, 11] , which necessitates rapid cooling rates to stabilize a significant number of skyrmions at low temperature (for example, greater than 40 K/min for Cu 2 OSeO 3 to have a 50% skyrmion population [12] ).
It has also been seen that the equilibrium skyrmion pocket is substantially extended in temperature and magnetic field in samples that have been thinned down well below 1 µm compared to bulk crystals [4, 6, [13] [14] [15] . This phenomenon is thought to arise from shape anisotropy modifying the magnetic properties of the materials. Along with this extended equilibrium region, the metastability of skyrmions is enhanced in thin samples, allowing skyrmions to be brought to low temperature with negligible cooling rates (0.5 K / min or less) [16] . As some skyrmions will decay during the cool-ing process these metastable skyrmions are expected coexist with helices in a mixed state which is not entirely understood. This mixed state can be considered a frozen snapshot of the transition between skyrmions and helices, from which useful information about the transition could be uncovered. For this, detailed imaging studies of this mixed state would be required.
Most magnetic imaging of skyrmions has been performed using Lorentz transmission electron microscopy (LTEM) and magnetic force microscopy (MFM). These techniques boast high resolution (down to 1 nm for LTEM [17] and 10 nm for MFM [18] ), and can be used to infer the spin texture of the material, however both suffer from some limitations. MFM can measure both in and out of plane magnetization components, but does this through measurement of the B field only in a plane at the surface of the sample, making it difficult to determine the behaviour in the full sample thickness. LTEM measures only the in-plane component of the sample magnetization projected through the sample, and probes this indirectly through measurement of B, which can make interpretation challenging (for example, this recently was shown to cause misidentification of a biskyrmion state in MnNiGa when no such state exists [19] ). To address these issues, we turned to an alternate complementary technique, scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM), for the work presented in this paper.
STXM achieves a resolution of 15 nm utilising monochromatic polarized X-rays tuned to the absorption edge of the magnetic ion to achieve contrast, and probes the out of plane magnetization averaged through the entire sample (or in plane magnetization through rotation of the sample). As the contrast comes from electron excitation events within the atoms, it directly probes the magnetization of the material, rather than the B-field, making it easier to interpret the resulting images without error. Furthermore, its sensitivity to the out-of-plane magnetization makes it complementary to the ability of LTEM arXiv:1910.10108v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 22 Oct 2019 to probe only in-plane directions.
In this manuscript, we report STXM measurements of the magnetic states in a thinned lamella of FeGe. These show mixed helical-skyrmion states upon field cooling, whose evolution with field shows that finite helical stripes are continuously deformable into skyrmions. Furthermore, we present an image consistent with a mixed helical-skyrmion state across the thickness of the lamella. This represents an intermediate state where multiple skyrmions are frozen half way through their transition to the helical state by the propagation of Bloch points through the thickness of the sample. These results highlight the power of STXM as an experimental technique to study these chiral spin textures.
EXPERIMENT DETAILS
A single crystal of FeGe, grown with the chemical vapour transport method using 2 mg/cc of iodine as the transporting agent, was used for these measurements. A 150 nm thick lamella was then extracted from this crystal using a FEI Helios Nano-lab dual-beam focused gallium ion beam system, and attached to a Si 3 N 4 membrane window on a silicon chip using Pt deposition. This silicon chip was then mounted in the MAXYMUS instrument at Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (BESSY II synchrotron) for scanning transmission X-ray microscopy measurements. These measurements use monochromatic (708 eV) polarized X-rays from the UE46 beamline APPLE-type undulator, focused down to a 22 nm spot size using a Fresnel zone plate and order separation aperture (see Fig. 1 (a) ). The sample was then rastered across the beam to form transmitted images pixel by pixel. For these measurements, the sample was cooled using a liquid helium cold finger cryostat. Helium flow was minimized during image acquisition to reduce vibrations that otherwise substantially reduce image quality.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using the experimental setup shown in Figure 1 (a), we first scanned the incident beam energy across the Fe L3 edge in both circular right and circular left polarized X-Rays to determine the energy for maximum XMCD (X-ray magnetic circular dichroism), and present the data in Fig. 1 (b) . In this figure, the XMCD was defined as the difference between the absorption for the two polarizations, where absorption is −ln(I/I 0 ), I is the transmitted intensity, and I 0 is the reference unattenuated intensity. This data shows a single well defined peak in the XMCD signal, appearing at 708 eV, just below the peak absorption. A single XMCD peak is consistent with what is seen in metallic iron [20] , however our XMCD spectra is significantly distorted due to spectral compression from the high X-ray absorption in our relatively thick sample, prevent- ing substantial conclusions being drawn from the shape of the spectra. We therefore primarily use the XMCD plot to determine the energy for maximum magnetic contrast (708 eV) to use for the remainder of the work in this manuscript.
We first collected images after zero field cooling to 105K. An example of such an image is shown in Fig. 2 (a) . This shows a pure helical state, with periodicity of 68 nm. It is expected in bulk samples that the helical state will form along a [100] or [111] crystal direction (depending on temperature) [21] , however in this thinned sample we see a somewhat variable helical orientation across the sample. It is likely that this indicates a substantial effect of of shape anisotropy overwhelming the weak cubic crystal anisotropy that fixed the helical direction in bulk samples.
After collecting the zero field cooled images, we attempted to image the skyrmion state. Due to reduced image contrast at high temperature near T C = 280 K from the lower average magnetization, we were unable to observe clean images in the equilibrium state. Instead, we formed a metastable skyrmion state at low temperature by field cooling down to 100 K in 60 mT, where we saw no skyrmions after a ZFC procedure. An image of a region of pure skyrmions is shown in Fig. 2 (b) . These skyrmions form a regular hexagonal lattice as expected for FeGe, and have periodicity consistent with that of the helical state. The slight variation in size seen on these images is an artifact arising from a combination of slight differences in magnetic contrast due to noise in the measurements, and the 15 nm resolution of this technique sampling a limited number of pixels per skyrmion.
After field cooling, the sample was not always in a purely skyrmion state, but rather displayed varying states across the sample. Figure 3 no sharp discontinuity in behaviour as the helices transform into skyrmions in a lattice. As a discontinuous change is required for a change in the topological charge, this highlights the fact that while infinite helices are topologically distinct from skyrmions, finite helical stripes have the same topological charge as skyrmions and are hence topologically indistinguishable. We also see that the helices and skyrmions form a close packed space filling lattice with consistent spacing between all objects, suggesting similar long-range attractive interactions between both the elongated 'helical stripe' objects and the skyrmion objects.
Furthermore, on the bottom right hand side of Fig. 3 (a) we see helices that appear to be partially modulated along the stripes. This can be understood as an intermediate state between a helix and a lattice of individual skyrmions. As this imaging technique averages the magnetization through the sample, this is what we would see if there were a heli- FIG. 4 . Images collected at 100 K after field cooling. (a) Image collected at 90 mT, (b) was collected after the magnetic field was increased to 125 mT, and (c) was collected after the magnetic field was increased further to 160 mT. cal stripe through one half of the sample thickness, and individual skyrmions along the stripe direction for the other half. One way this could occur is the proposed skyrmion to helical zipping mechanism that was suggested from previous MFM measurements [22] . This occurs by the nucleation of Bloch points between skyrmions to change the topological charge (each Bloch point removes a topological charge of 1), which then propagate through the thickness of the lamella to merge neighbouring skyrmions into a helical stripe (shown schematically in Fig. 3 (b) . We consider our data strong evidence for this state, because STXM averages the magnetization equally through the full lamella, allowing proper understanding of mixed states through the thickness, in contrast to techniques such as MFM which are preferentially sensitive to magnetization near the surface.
Our ability to image such a transition between helical and skyrmion states suggests that the zipping process occurs extremely slowly at these low temperatures. As the zipping of multiple skyrmions into a helix requires formation of Bloch points, and their subsequent propagation through the sample, we suggest that the propagation happens very slowly. This would mean that the dominant energy scale that must be overcome is not only the breaking of topological protection by initial nucleation of Bloch points, but also the unpinning of these Bloch points to allow them to move through the sample. If they move slowly once formed, there must be additional pinning holding them in place that does not come from the topological nature of these spin textures. Figure 4 shows images of a larger region of the sample after field cooling in 90 mT to 100 K. Panel (a) shows the state after field cooling, which is mostly skyrmion with some helical stripes and a region in the top right with no out-of-plane magnetic contrast that is likely field polarized. In panels (b) and (c), we see that increasing the field results in a supression of the helical spin texture, leaving behind a less fragmented skyrmion lattice at higher field. At this temperature of 100 K, the sample is far outside the region where skyrmions are the ground state of the system [23] , and the skyrmions that exist are metastable skyrmions. We therefore would not expect additional skyrmions to be created at any magnetic field at 100 K. Instead, between Fig. 4 (b) and (c) the helical stripes collapse down to individual skyrmions, and the entire region where out-of-plane magnetic contrast is observed shrinks as the helices collapse. This results in the overall number of skyrmions remaining roughly constant (with some moving into the field of view from the left), as we would expect from topological protection. This also highlights the fact that noninfinite stripes in a thin lamella are topologically equivalent to skyrmions, sharing the same topological charge, which allows them to smoothly shrink down into a single skyrmion.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have presented scanning transmission Xray microscope images of skyrmion, helical, and mixed magnetic states in a thin FeGe lamella. The evolution of these mixed states with field shows that finite length helical stripes can be continuously deformed into skyrmions. Furthermore, we observe a mixed helical-skyrmion state across the thickness of the lamella that indicates the presence of Bloch points frozen as they are propagating through the sample to zip multiple skyrmions into a helical stripe. These results highlight the power of STXM as an experimental technique to study these chiral spin textures.
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